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Questions

vWhy is full generative modeling more 
appropriate for multisensory perception 
modeling?

vWhat is the meaning of multisensory oddity 
detection task?
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Goal of Modeling Cognitive Processes

vGiven the view that the brain is an intelligent 
universal Turing machine, 
the goal of mathematical modeling is this:
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To uncover the algorithm underlying the particular cognitive 
process of interest, that enables human or animal agents to 
solve a cognitive problem/task quickly and efficiently.



Modeling Human Perception
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Modeling Human Perception
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Modeling Human Perception

vPros of modeling
l Seek quantitative descriptions of the phenomenon

lMake precise magnitude predictions
l Richer insights into the cognitive processes can be 

gained

vCons of modeling
lModels often comes with unobservable 

assumptions, which therefore are directly testable
l Free parameters and “danger” of over-fitting
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INTEGRATIONS BETWEEN SENSORY 
AND MOTOR ADAPTATION
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Cases

vCase 1: 
Wearing Prism Goggle

vCase 2: 
Sensory Adaptation 
during Force-Field Exposure
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Previous Models of Sensory Adaptation

v Realignment between vision and proprioception
l If you wearing Prism Goggle…
l Displaced by some systematic disturbances

(miscalibration) with Gaussian noise

l Estimates of hand position

l MLE of the true hand position

l Several features of sensory adaptation 
can explain successfully
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Previous Models of Sensory Adaptation

v Model of concurrent sensory and motor adaptation
l Motor-adaptation model with a state-space model of motor 

adaptation

l Linking Sensory-adaptation model on the motor-adaptation model

l This model is based on the view that sensory and motor adaptations 
are distinct.
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Subject’s motor command

motor disturbance

Visually observed target position

Desired hand location



Bayesian Sensorimotor Adaptation Model

l How sensory and motor disturbances affect a subject’s 
visual and proprioceptive observations?

l Trial-to-trial dynamics model
§ The patterns of adaptation and the sensory after-effects 

exhibited by subjects correspond to optimal inference of 
the disturbances

§ Linear dynamics
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à Equivalent to Kalman Filter



Experimental Setup: 
Sensory Adaptation during Force-Field Exposure
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Experimental Result
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Experimental Result
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MULTISENSORY ODDITY DETECTION 
AS BAYESIAN INFERENCE
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vWhat if NOT clear the Correspondence btw 
observations and world state?
l Oddity Detection Task

vPerceptual metamers
l Physically distinct, but perceptually indistinguishable.
l If the nervous system is…

§ Using solely the fused estimates 
à not able to distinct the metamers

§ Inferring about the structure in the full generative model
à detect the stimuli on the basis of structure oddity
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Experiment Setup: Oddity-Detection task
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Texture-Disparity Experiment
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Slant from texture and disparity cues: 
Optimal cue combination, 

Hillis J.M., Watt S.J., Landy M.S. & Banks M. S. 
Journal of Vision, Vol.4(12), pp.967-992, 2004 



Standard Ideal-Observer Modeling 
for Sensor Fusion

vUsing Standard Cue-Combination Theory
l Multisensory observations are generated from some 

source in the world, that is fused estimates
l With independent noise 

ex)

l Assuming the following

l Mean and variance
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Result on MLI (Maximum Likelihood Integration) Model
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Modeling Oddity Detection 

vThe task includes “Probabilistic Model Selection”
l Selecting the best one of 3 distinct models for the data
l Ideal-observer should integrate over the dist. of 

unknown stimulus values ys and yo

l Adding Structure inference (causal inference)
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Result on Bayesian Model
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Generative model

vBayesian-Observer model can be more 
powerfully and generally applied.

vProvide model for modeling
l Provide the modeler with a clear framework for 

modeling new tasks
l Human performance can be measured against the 

“optimal” models such that we can draw conclusions 
about optimality of human perception or reveal 
architectural limitations of the human perceptual system.
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APPENDIX
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Cue Combination and Causal Inference (Ch. 2)

v Cue combination
l Sensory cues have noise.
l Combining multiple cues

reduce the effect of noise.
l Sensory cues may be ambiguous to 

the nervous system.
l Disambiguation of Multiple Cues

v Perception of Causality
l Exist in early infancy
l Fast, automatic
l Distinct from causal inference on the cognitive level
l Affected by many factors (detail of cues, perceptual grouping, attention, 

context, etc…)
v Causal Inference

l Infer the causes of the cues
§ Same causes or different ones?
§ Process together or separately?

l How to infer properties of the body or world for perception and sensorimotor 
control under noisy cues?
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vEstimating oddity on the marginal likelihood of 
each stimulus/model o being odd
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Set difference. EX) 


